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It gives me immense sense of fulfilment when I look at the third 

edition of college e-Magazine ‘DARPAN’. The essential purpose of e-

magazine ‘DARPAN’ is to inform, engage and inspire faculty, 
students, parents, alumni and our stakeholders. This e-magazine 

endeavors to reflect the values and the long tradition of excellence 

of the institution itself. Throughout the year campus buzzes with 

various activities that makes learning experience at SD Gurdaspur, a 

unique one. The perpetual efforts of the faculty, students and 

clubs/societies of the college in keeping the campus alive are 

commendable. Workshops, conferences, competitions, rallies, 

sports, guest lectures, FDPs, PDPs and a great variety of activities 

that corroborate academic learning help our students to grow in the 

real sense.  

I congratulate editors for giving practical shape to my idea of e-

magazine and wish all the best for inspired and result oriented 

session. 

      Dr. (Mrs.) Neeru Sharma  

                       Principal 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Commerce department organised a two-day workshop on ‘Financial 
Education for Young Citizen and Career Opportunities in SEBI’ in 

which Dr. Bhagwant Singh, an authorized member of NISM was the 

resource person. He through his acumen elaborated the concepts of 

primary and secondary market. 

To render useful contribution in running the college and establish 

harmonious atmosphere inside the institution, Central Association 

was installed under the able guidance of Principal Dr. (Mrs.) Neeru 

Sharma and CA incharges. The students who have been a part of this 

team will spread awareness in the institution and will motivate other 

students. 



  

Science Department organized an interactive session in which 

students presented PPT on ‘Advances on Space and Biotechnology’ 
and also 30 students of Science Department attended training at 

Guidance and Counselling Cell, DC Office, Gurdaspur.  

 

 

Computer Science Department organized Interactive Programme 

Week from 11
th

 October to 16
th

 October 2021. This session aims at 

generating creative thinking among the students and to help them in 

assessing their abilities. In this 7-day programme, a series of events 

were organised for students like seminar, ppt, quiz, guest lecture etc. 



  

In new session, Installation Ceremony of Rotaract Club took place in 

campus. The Rotaract members including President and Vice 

President were provided with Rotary Badges. Rtn. Vinod Gupta and 

Sh. Raj Sharma were the chief guest and guest of honour. 

Students of our college participated in Youth Festival organized by 

GNDU, Amritsar. We bagged  

 1
st

 Position in Mehndi, Photography and Giddha. 

 2
nd

 Position in Poetry and Rangoli. 

 3
rd

 Position in Debate, Phulkari and Cartooning. 

The untiring efforts brought results and we were declared as winners 

for 3
rd

 overall trophy. This achievement was celebrated in college 

campus. Students and faculty members danced on the beats of dhol. 

 



 

  

Fashion Designing department organized a workshop on ‘Tie and 
Dye’. In this workshop students learnt mixing of colors, making 

new colors and the process of dye. Also, handmade jewellery 

competition was organized in which students made ornaments 

through paper quilling, metals and other materials.  

Home Science Department organized workshop on ‘Rangoli 
Colours’. This workshop covered the demonstration of different 
styles, design and patterns of rangoli. The student of this 

department also visited Hotel Golden Palm for workshop on food 

production. 

  



 

  

Cosmetology Department organized a workshop in which Ms. Ranju 

Soni from Anamica Beauty Salon was the trainer. She gave demo on 

nail extension and acrylic nail process.  

Fine Arts department organized a workshop on ‘Rays of Colour’ in 
which Ms. Kulpreet Kaur from Jalandhar was the Resource Person. 

She focused on the concept of mix and match of Colours. 

Red Ribbon Club organized a lecture on ‘Drug Abuse’ in which Ms. 
Samita Khajuria, Asst. Professor in Economics, delivered lecture. 



 

  

Fine Arts Department organized poster making and slogan writing 

competition on Gandhi Ji in which students designed beautiful 

slogans and posters concerning Gandhi Ji’s life. 

Sociology department, Punjabi department and NSS unit organised 

Quiz competition to commemorate 151th birth Anniversary of 

Mahatma Gandhi. 12 students participated in Quiz competition. Dr. 

Rama Gandotra, Head Sociology department conducted Quiz. 



ROLE OF SARDAR PATEL IN POLITICAL 

INTEGRATION 

 

BIOGRAPHY:  

Sardar Vallabh Bhai Patel “Iron Man of India” was born on 

31
st

 October 1875, in a small village in Nadiad. His father 

Jhaverbhai Patel was a simple farmer and mother Laad Bai 

was a simple lady. From his childhood itself, Patel was a 

very hardworking individual. 

Political Integration: 

At the time of Indian Independence in 1947, India was 

divided into two sets of territories, the first time or the first 

being the territories over which the Crown has suzerainty 

but which were under the control of their hereditary rulers. 

In addition, there were small several colonial enclaves 

controlled by France and Portugal. The political integration 

of these territories into India was a declared objective of 

the Indian National congress, which the Government of 

India pursued over the next decade. Through a combination 

of factors, Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel and V.P Menon 

convinced the rulers of the various princely states to join 

India.  

Reason for Integration: 

The termination of paramountcy would have in principle 

meant that all rights that flowed from the states 



relationship with the British crown would return to them, 

leaving them free to negotiate relationships with the new 

states of India and Pakistan “On a basis of complete 

freedom”. Early British plans for the transfer of power such 

as Cripps Mission, recognised the possibility that some 

princely states might choose to stand out of Independent 

India. This was unacceptable to the Indian National 

Congress which regarded this scheme as a Balkanisation of 

India.  

Before India achieved independence, India had around 565 

princely states and the congress had a big challenge of 

persuading them for peacefully merger with India. Congress 

party entrusted Sardar Patel with this responsibility and 

Patel took it as challenge of life and successfully executed it. 

Sardar Patel as Minister for Home and States Affairs had the 

responsibility of welding the british Indian Provinces and 

the princely states into a United India. Sardar Patel took 

charge of the state’s department in July 1947. He sensed the 

urgent and imperative need of the integration of princely 

states. He followed an iron handed policy. He made it clear 

that he did not recognize the right of any state to remain 

independent and in isolation within India. 

Patel also appealed to patriotic and national sentiments of 

the princes and invited them to join the forming of a 

democratic constitution in national interest. He persuaded 

them to surrender defence, foreign affairs and 

communication to the government of India. By August 15, 

1947 all except Hyderabad, Junagarh and Kashmir had 



acceded to India. He therefore carried threefold process of 

assimilation, centralization and unification of states. The 

states were amalgamated to from a union and that union 

was merged with union of India. 

He handled the Junagarh and Hyderabad Crisis as a 

seasoned statesman. Nawab of Junagarh wanted to accede 

to Pakistan when the people revolted, Patel intervened. 

Indian government took over the administration Patel 

merged it with India by holding a plebiscite. 

Patel with an iron fisted hand subdued the Nizam when the 

Nizam boasted anti India feelings and let loose a blood bath 

by the Rozakaris. He ordered the army to march into 

Hyderabad. The Nizam Surrendered and Hyderabad was 

acceded to India. 

Thus, Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel ensured by his calculated 

methods, the absorption of a multitude of princely states 

into the Indian Union. Without a Civil War, he secured the 

solidarity of the nation. 

The speculator success of Sardar Patel in unifying around 

565 princely States of India made him the natural claimant 

for the title of “Iron Man”. He delivered what was expected 

from him under hostile conditions and it was a testimony to 

his steel like determination and rock like courage. 

Mrs. Daljinder kaur 

HOD Political Science 

Pt. MLSD, GSP.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TIPS FOR UGC NET PREPRATION 

The National Educational Testing Bureau of University Grants 

Commission conducts National Eligibility Test (NET) to determine 

eligibility for lectureship and for award of Junior Research Fellowship 

(JRF) in order to ensure minimum standards for the entrants in the 

teaching profession and research. Candidates who have secured at 

least 55% marks (without rounding off) in their Master Degree from 

universities /institutions recognised by UGC are eligible for this test. 

Candidates who have successfully cleared UGC-NET are also eligible 

to get lucrative jobs offered by Public Sector Undertakings (PSUs). 

Based on UGC-NET scores, PSUs recruit candidates for posts of 

executives in various disciplines like science and R&D, management, 

corporate communications, human resources, and finance.  

NTA NET is one of the most renowned and prestigious national-level 

exams. Every year lakhs of students appear for this examination to 

become an Assistant Professor or JRF. This makes NTA NET to be the 

toughest higher education exam. If you wish to qualify, then you 

must follow the proper UGC NET preparation strategy.  

Following are some Preparation Tips for UGC NTA 

NET exam: 

Step 1: Note Down the Exam Syllabus and Pattern 

a) The NET Exam is divided into 2 papers. Paper-I is General Aptitude 

and Paper-II is subject-specific. 

b) Before starting UGC NET exam preparation you must know the 

complete NET Syllabus. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 2: Make Time Table for Preparation 

a) First of all, make a time table and allot 100 days for preparation of 

Paper-I and Paper-II. According to this timetable, divide each topic 

week wise. 

b) During preparation time make summary notes for each and every 

topic. 

Step 3: Refer Good UGC NET Preparation Material 

a) To start your UGC NET preparation, you must refer to the study 

material designed by the exam experts. 

b) Do not depend on one type of material; try to get more and more 

information from different books, YouTube series, various blogs and 

websites and also from video tutorials. 

c)Choose the expert UGC NET study material that covers all the topics 

in an easy-to-understand method. 

Step 4: Solve Papers and Online Mock Tests to evaluate yourself  

a) Solving MCQ questions is an important part of the UGC NET exam 

preparation. 

b) You must practice solving previous year papers of UGC NET & 

mock tests designed by qualified faculty. 

Step 5: Stay Updated 

Keep yourself updated with the latest news about the NTA NET Exam. 

It is important to have complete knowledge of UGC NET 

Notifications. 

Create a customized study plan using the complete syllabus. If you 

properly plan your schedule only then you’ll be able to complete the 
syllabus well on time. Try solving previous year papers. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This strategy will help you increase your speed and accuracy to 

attempt as many questions as possible with maximum accuracy. Time 

Management plays a very important role in UGC NET preparation. It’s 
not necessary to study all the time, just make sure you fully 

concentrate and focus on what you are reading during your study 

hours. I advise you to divide the topics as per marking weightage and 

importance. Keeping these methodologies and techniques in mind 

while preparing for the exam, you’ll definitely able to crack this 
exam. 

 

Ms. Sandeep Kaur Goraya 

Asst. Prof. in Computer Science 
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